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A PUMP IS A START.
Pumps are a given, and we stock more
than anyone. And more than anyone,
we also have a willingness to lean into
and rally around whatever field challenge
you face, and never tell you it can’t be done.
Because at PumpsOK, we believe the
solution is always there–and we won’t
stop until we find it.

KNOWLEDGE RUNS DEEP.
Any wholesaler knows the price of a pump and how long
it takes to ship. At PumpsOK, we also take the time to
understand the work you have to accomplish and the road
blocks you’re fighting, and we’ll use every ounce of our
know-how and experience to help you get the job done.

FIELD READY PUMPS
You know who to call for a pump. But who do you call for 50-foot motor
leads you don’t have to splice yourself? Or seals that’ll stand up to all the
stuff you have to pump? At PumpsOK,
we’ve made a name by making a pump do
things no one else can, so when it ships, it
goes to work for you right out of the box.

YOU’VE GOT PLENTY OF HEADACHES.
Your pump shouldn’t be one of them. We don’t claim to control
the weather, or to keep your phone from ringing at night.
But we can ship you the right pump the first time, and outfit it
so it works hard and it lasts. In other words, when you call us,
we’re on it. And you can check at least one headache off your list.

ONLY THE LOCALS KNOW THE BACK ROADS.
We grew up in Oklahoma, and around here, a lot of pumps
pump a lot of stuff. Over the years we’ve had the opportunity
see a lot and to solve a lot, and today, we can put all of that
knowledge to work for you. So no matter where you are,
PumpsOK is right down the street and ready to help.

AND THEN SOME.
We’re not a big box wholesaler, and we don’t sit in glass offices.
Our feet are on the ground, just like yours. We do business the way
you do business, and we treat
you like a friend. So if you
have a problem after hours, we
can help. If you need a part at

6:00 in the morning, we’ll be
there. And then some.

WATER WELL
Submersible pumps from 5 to 1,400 gpm, as well as the
casing, wire, drop pipe, poly pipe, fittings, well seals,
adapters, and controls you need to get the job done.
CENTRIFUGAL AND BOOSTER
Centrifugal, split case, or booster pumps for applications as small as single-home systems or as large as
6,500 gpm. Options include cast iron, bronze fitted,
or stainless steel for pressure boosting pumps, salt
water transfer, system water supply or boiler feeder
pumps, vertical multistage centrifugals, and more.
SUMP, SEWAGE, AND SLURRY PUMPS
From a 5-gpm sump pump application to moving
1000+ gpm of a corrosive or abrasive slurry with
a mix of solids, we’ll not only recommend the best
pump for your job, but also design and fabricate
entire systems, including prefabricated lift stations
or duplex systems with custom controls.
ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS
Chemical resistant pumps and motors, and continuous
lead cables that meet water regulatory requirements
for 2 gpm water sampling projects up to 1400 gpm
remediation sites. Our in-house manufacturing services
can custom fit any pump or motor with Teflon and
Viton seals to stand up to these tough applications.
SOLAR POWERED PUMP SYSTEMS
If electrical power isn’t available, we can custom-design
a complete solar system including pumps, controls,
solar panels, cable, discharge pipe, and more.

FLOWMETERS
Electromagnetic, turbine, and mechanical
flowmeters for a broad range of industrial, irrigation,
and chemical injection applications. Sizing up to 10”
diameter inline meters with multiple options for
read-out data translation.
CUSTOM MANUFACTURING
Our 8,000 square-foot manufacturing facility is
staffed with engineers and technicians who have the
knowledge and expertise to design and fabricate a
custom system for your site-specific considerations.
Custom length continuous motor leads
Certified oil field splices
Custom Control Panel Design
Flow sleeve and wheeled shrouds
Skid-mounted pump systems
Prepackaged remediation systems
IS AN AUTHORIZED DISTRIBUTOR
OF THESE QUALITY BRANDS*:
Grundfos
Goulds Water Technologies
Franklin Electric
BJM Pumps
Little Giant
Liberty Pumps
316 Stainless Pumps
Jet Eductor Systems
Yaskawa VFD’s

OIL & GAS
We offer 304 stainless steel pumps and motors specially
made for rugged field applications up to 1600 feet total
dynamic head and 1,100 barrels per day.

Aquavar CPC

CONTROLS AND DRIVES
Indoor, outdoor, and even explosion-proof controls
for simplex or multiplex applications, including variable
frequency drives. We can also pre-package control
systems for your unique application.

Turbines Inc.

Coyote Systems
Siemens Panels
Seametrics
Cornell
Simmons
*All brands are registered trademarks of their respective manufacturers.
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